Abstract. We investigate three competing notions that generalize the notion of a facet of finite-dimensional polyhedra to the infinite-dimensional Gomory-Johnson model. These notions were known to coincide for continuous piecewise linear functions with rational breakpoints. We show that two of the notions, extreme functions and facets, coincide for the case of continuous piecewise linear functions, removing the hypothesis regarding rational breakpoints. We then separate the three notions using discontinuous examples.
Introduction

Facets in the finite-dimensional case
Let G be a finite index set. The space R (G) of real-valued functions y : G → R is isomorphic to and routinely identified with the Euclidean space R |G| . Let R G denote its dual space. It is the space of functions α : G → R, which we consider as linear functionals on R (G) via the pairing α, y = r∈G α(r)y(r). Again it is routinely identified with the Euclidean space R |G| , and the dual pairing α, y is the Euclidean inner product. A (closed, convex) rational polyhedron of R (G) is the set of y : G → R satisfying α i , y ≥ α i,0 , where α i ∈ Z G are integer linear functionals and α i,0 ∈ Z, for i ranging over another finite index set I.
Consider an integer linear optimization problem in R (G) , i.e., the problem of minimizing a linear functional η ∈ R G over a feasible set F ⊆ { y : G → Z + } ⊂ R
+ , or, equivalently, over the convex hull R = conv F ⊂ R
+ . A valid inequality for R is an inequality of the form π, y ≥ π 0 , where π ∈ R G , which holds for all y ∈ R (equivalently, for all y ∈ F ). If R is closed and convex, it is exactly the set of all y that satisfy all valid inequalities. In the following we will restrict ourselves to the case that R ⊆ R (G) + is a polyhedron of blocking type, in which case we only need to consider normalized valid inequalities with π ≥ 0 and π 0 = 1.
Let P (π) denote the set of functions y ∈ F for which the inequality π, y ≥ 1 is tight, i.e., π, y = 1. If P (π) = ∅, then π, y ≥ 1 is a tight valid inequality.
Then R is exactly the set of all y ≥ 0 that satisfy all tight valid inequalities. A valid inequality π, y ≥ 1 is called minimal if there is no other valid inequality π = π such that π ≤ π pointwise. One can show that a minimal valid inequality is tight. A valid inequality π, y ≥ 1 is called facet-defining if for every valid inequality π , y ≥ 1 such that P (π) ⊆ P (π ), we have P (π) = P (π ), (wF) or, in other words, if the face induced by π, y ≥ 1 is maximal. Under the above assumptions, R has full affine dimension. Thus, we get the following characterization of facet-defining inequalities:
for every valid inequality π , y ≥ 1 such that P (π) ⊆ P (π ),
we have π = π .
The theory of polyhedra gives another characterization of facets:
If π 1 , y ≥ 1 and π 2 , y ≥ 1 are valid inequalities, and π =
(E)
Facets in the infinite-dimensional Gomory-Johnson model
It is perhaps not surprising that the three conditions (wF), (F), and (E) are no longer equivalent when R is a general convex set that is not polyhedral, and in particular when we change from the finite-dimensional to the infinite-dimensional case. In the present paper, however, we consider a particular case of an infinitedimensional model, in which this question has eluded researchers for a long time. Let G = Q or G = R and let R (G) now denote the space of finite-support functions y : G → R. The so-called infinite group problem was introduced by Gomory and Johnson in their seminal papers [12, 13] 
be the set of all finite-support functions y : G → Z + satisfying the equation
where f is a given element of G \ Z. We study its convex hull
+ , whose elements are understood as finite-support functions y : G → R + . Valid inequalities for R are of the form π, y ≥ π 0 , where π comes from the dual space R G , which is the space of all real-valued functions (without the finite-support condition). When G = Q, then R is again of "blocking type" (see, for example, [8, section 5]), and so we again may assume π ≥ 0 and π 0 = 1.
If G = R (the setting of the present paper), typical pathologies from the analysis of functions of a real variable come into play. For example, by [5, Proposition 2.4] there is an infinite-dimensional space of valid equations π * , y = 0, where π * are constructed using a Hamel basis of R over Q. Each of these functions π * has a graph whose topological closure is R 2 . In order to tame these pathologies, it is common to make further assumptions. Gomory-Johnson [12, 13] only considered continuous functions π. However, this rules out many interesting functions such as the Gomory fractional cut. Instead it has become common in the literature to build the assumption π ≥ 0 into the definition; then we can again normalize π 0 = 1. We call such functions π valid functions.
(Minimal) valid functions π that satisfy the conditions (wF), (F), and (E), are called weak facets, facets, and extreme functions, respectively. The relation of these notions, in particular of facets and extreme functions, has remained unclear in the literature. For example, Basu et al. [2] wrote:
The statement that extreme functions are facets appears to be quite nontrivial to prove, and to the best of our knowledge there is no proof in the literature. We therefore cautiously treat extreme functions and facets as distinct concepts, and leave their equivalence as an open question.
We refer to [5, section 2.2] for further discussion.
Contribution of this paper
A well known sufficient condition for facetness of a minimal valid function π is the Gomory-Johnson Facet Theorem. In its strong form, due to Basu-HildebrandKöppe-Molinaro [7] , it reads: Theorem 1.1 (Facet Theorem, strong form, [7, Lemma 34 ]; see also [5, Theorem 2.12]). Suppose for every minimal valid function π , E(π) ⊆ E(π ) implies π = π. Then π is a facet.
(Here E(π) is the additivity domain of π, defined in section 2.) We show (Theorem 4.3 below) that, in fact, this holds as an "if and only if " statement.
For the case of continuous piecewise linear functions with rational breakpoints, Basu et al. [5, Proposition 2.8] showed that the notions of extreme functions and facets coincide. This was a consequence of Basu et al.'s finite oversampling theorem [3] . We sharpen this result by removing the hypothesis regarding rational breakpoints. Theorem 1.2. In the case of continuous piecewise linear functions (not necessarily with rational breakpoints), {extreme functions} = {facets}.
Then we investigate the notions of facets and weak facets in the case of discontinuous functions. This appears to be a first in the published literature. All papers that consider discontinuous functions only used the notion of extreme functions; see Appendix A for a discussion. We give three discontinuous functions that furnish the separation of the three notions (Theorem 6.1): A function ψ that is extreme, but is neither a weak facet nor a facet; a function π that is not an extreme function (nor a facet), but is a weak facet; and a function π lifted that is extreme and a weak facet but is not a facet.
It remains an open question whether this separation can also be done using continuous (non-piecewise linear) functions.
Minimal valid functions and their perturbations
Following [5] , given a locally finite one-dimensional polyhedral complex P, we call a function π : R → R piecewise linear over P, if it is affine linear over the relative interior of each face of the complex. Under this definition, piecewise linear functions can be discontinuous. We say the function π is continuous piecewise linear over P if it is affine over each of the cells of P (thus automatically imposing continuity).
Let π be a minimal valid function. Define the subadditivity slack of π as ∆π(x, y) := π(x) + π(y) − π(x + y). Denote the additivity domain of π by
To combinatorialize the additivity domains of piecewise linear subadditive functions, we work with the two-dimensional polyhedral complex ∆P, whose faces are
In the continuous case, since the function π is piecewise linear over P, we have that ∆π is affine linear over each face F ∈ ∆P . Let π be a minimal valid function for R f (R, Z) that is piecewise linear over P. Following [5], we define the space of perturbation functions with prescribed additivities E = E(π)
When π is discontinuous, one also needs to consider the limit points where the subadditivity slacks are approaching zero. Let F be a face of ∆P. For (x, y) ∈ F , we denote ∆π F (x, y) := lim
Notice that in the above definition of E F (π), we include the condition that the limit denoted by ∆π F (x, y) exists, so that this definition can as well be applied to functions π (andπ) that are not piecewise linear over P.
We denote by E • (π, P) the family of sets E F (π), indexed by F ∈ ∆P. Define the space of perturbation functions with prescribed additivities and limitadditivities
The third condition of (3) is equivalent to
Effective perturbation functions
Following [16] , we define the space of effective perturbation functions
Because of [5, Lemma 2.11 (i)], a function π is extreme if and only ifΠ
The other direction does not hold in general, but requires additional hy- We will need a more general version of this result. Consider the following definition. Given a locally finite one-dimensional polyhedral complex P, we call a functionπ : R → R piecewise Lipschitz continuous over P, if it is Lipschitz continuous over the relative interior of each face of the complex. Under this definition, piecewise Lipschitz continuous functions can be discontinuous.
Theorem 3.1. Let π be a minimal valid function that is piecewise linear over a polyhedral complex P. Letπ ∈Π E• (R, Z) be a perturbation function, where
Suppose thatπ is piecewise Lipschitz continuous over P. Then π is an effective perturbation function,π ∈Π π (R, Z).
The proof appears in Appendix B.
Extreme functions and facets
In this section, we discuss the relations between the notions of extreme functions and facets. We first review the definition of a facet, following [5, section 2.2.3]; cf. ibid. for a discussion of this notion in the earlier literature, in particular [14] and [10] . Let P (π) denote the set of functions y : R → Z + with finite support satisfying r∈R ry(r) ∈ f + Z and r∈R π(r)y(r) = 1.
A valid function π is called a facet if for every valid function π such that P (π) ⊆ P (π ) we have that π = π. Equivalently, a valid function π is a facet if this condition holds for all such minimal valid functions π [7] .
Remark 4.1. In the discontinuous case, the additivity in the limit plays a role in extreme functions, which are characterized by the non-existence of an effective perturbation functionπ ≡ 0. However facets (and weak facets, see the next section) are defined through P (π), which does not capture the limiting additive behavior of π. The additivity domain E(π), which features in the Facet Theorem as discussed below, also does not account for additivity in the limit.
A well known sufficient condition for facetness of a minimal valid function π is the Gomory-Johnson Facet Theorem. We have stated its strong form, due to Basu-Hildebrand-Köppe-Molinaro [7] , in the introduction as Theorem 1.1. In order to prove our "if and only if" version, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let π and π be minimal valid functions. Then E(π) ⊆ E(π ) if and only if P (π) ⊆ P (π ).
Proof. The "if" direction is proven in [7, Theorem 20 ]; see also [5, Theorem 2.12]. We now show the "only if" direction, using the subadditivity of π. Assume that E(π) ⊆ E(π ). Let y ∈ P (π). Let {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n } denote the finite support of y. By definition, the function y satisfies that y(
Thus, each subadditivity inequality here is tight for π, and is also tight for π since E(π) ⊆ E(π ). We obtain In [5, page 25, section 3.6], the Facet Theorem is reformulated in terms of perturbation functions. In Appendix C we prove an "if and only if" result for this reformulation as well. Now we come to the proof of a main theorem stated in the introduction.
Proof (of Theorem 1.2). Let π be a continuous piecewise linear minimal valid function. As mentioned in [5, section 2.2.4], [7, Lemma 1.3] showed that if π is a facet, then π is extreme.
We now prove the other direction by contradiction. Suppose that π is extreme, but is not a facet. Then by Theorem 4.3, there exists a minimal valid function π = π such that E(π) ⊆ E(π ). Since π is continuous piecewise linear and π(0) = π(1) = 0, there exists δ > 0 such that ∆π(x, y) = 0 and ∆π(−x, −y) = 0 for 0 ≤ x, y ≤ δ. The condition E(π) ⊆ E(π ) implies that ∆π (x, y) = 0 and ∆π (−x, −y) = 0 for 0 ≤ x, y ≤ δ as well. As the function π is bounded, it follows from the Interval Lemma (see [
Therefore, {extreme functions} = {facets}.
Weak facets
We first review the definition of a weak facet, following [5, section 2.2.3]; cf. ibid. for a discussion of this notion in the earlier literature, in particular [14] and [10] . A valid function π is called a weak facet if for every valid function π such that P (π) ⊆ P (π ) we have P (π) = P (π ). As we mentioned above, to prove that π is an extreme function or is a facet, it suffices to consider π that is minimal valid. The following lemma shows it is also the case in the definition of weak facets. valid function π , we have that E(π) ⊆ E(π ) implies E(π) = E(π ).
Proof.
(1) Suppose that π is not minimal valid. Then, by [7, Theorem 1] , π is dominated by another minimal valid function π , with π(x 0 ) > π (x 0 ) at some x 0 . Let y ∈ P (π). We have
Hence equality holds throughout, implying that y ∈ P (π ). Therefore, P (π) ⊆ P (π ). Now consider y with y(x 0 ) = y(f − x 0 ) = 1 and y(x) = 0 otherwise. It is easy to see that y ∈ P (π ), but y ∈ P (π) since π(
, a contradiction to the weak facet assumption on π.
(2) Consider any valid function π * (not necessarily minimal) such that P (π) ⊆ P (π * ). Let π be a minimal function that dominates π * : π ≤ π * . From (1) we know that P (π * ) ⊆ P (π ). Thus, P (π) ⊆ P (π ). By hypothesis, we have that P (π) = P (π * ) = P (π ). Therefore, π is a weak facet.
(3) Direct consequence of (2) and Lemma 4.2.
Theorem 5.2. Let F be a family of functions such that existence of an effective perturbation implies existence of a piecewise linear effective perturbation. Let π be a continuous piecewise linear function (not necessarily with rational breakpoints) such that π ∈ F. The following are equivalent.
(1) π is extreme, (2) π is a facet, (3) π is a weak facet.
Remark 5.3. In general, facets form a subset of the intersection of extreme functions and weak facets. In the case of continuous piecewise linear functions with rational breakpoints, [5, Proposition 2.8] and [6, Theorem 8.6] proved that "extreme ⇔ facet". Note that in this case, "weak facet ⇒ facet" can be shown by restriction with oversampling to finite group problems. Thus (1), (2), (3) are equivalent when π is a continuous piecewise linear function with rational breakpoints. See [5, Figure 2 ] for an illustration. As shown in [3] (for a stronger statement, see [6, Theorem 8.6]), the family of continuous piecewise linear function with rational breakpoints is such a family F where existence of an effective perturbation implies existence of a piecewise linear effective perturbation. A forthcoming paper will investigate larger such families F.
Proof (of Theorem 5.2)
. By Theorem 1.2 and the fact that {facets} ⊆ {extreme functions} ∩ {weak facets}, it suffices to show that {weak facets} ⊆ {extreme functions}.
Assume that π is a weak facet, thus π is minimal valid by Lemma 5.1. We show that π is extreme. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that π is not extreme. By the assumption π ∈ F, there exists a piecewise linear perturbation functionπ ≡ 0 such that π ±π are minimal valid functions. Furthermore, by [5, Lemma 2.11], we know thatπ is continuous, and E(π) ⊆ E(π). By taking the union of the breakpoints, we can define a common refinement, which will still be denoted by P, of the complexes for π and forπ. In other words, we may assume that π andπ are both continuous piecewise linear over P. Since ∆π ≡ 0, we may assume without loss of generality that ∆π(x, y) > 0 for some (x, y) ∈ vert(∆P). Define = min ∆π(x, y) ∆π(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ vert(∆P), ∆π(x, y) > 0 .
Notice that > 0, since ∆π ≥ 0 and E(π) ⊆ E(π). Let π = π − π. Then π is a bounded continuous function piecewise linear over P, such that π = π. The function π is subadditive, since ∆π (x, y) ≥ 0 for each (x, y) ∈ vert(∆P). As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that π is non-negative, π (0) = 0, π (f ) = 1, and that π satisfies the symmetry condition. Therefore, π is a minimal valid function. Let (u, v) be a vertex of ∆P satisfying ∆π(u, v) > 0 and ∆π(u, v) = ∆π(u, v). We know that ∆π (u, v) = ∆π(u, v) − ∆π(u, v) = 0, hence (u, v) ∈ E(π ). However, (u, v) ∈ E(π), since ∆π(u, v) > 0 implies that ∆π(u, v) = 0. Therefore, E(π) E(π ). By Lemma 5.1(3), we have that π is not a weak facet, a contradiction.
Separation of the notions in the discontinuous case
The definition of facets fails to account for additivities-in-the-limit, which are a crucial feature of the extremality test for discontinuous functions. This allows us to separate the two notions. Below we do this by observing that a discontinuous piecewise linear extreme function from the literature, hildebrand_discont_ 3_slope_1(), constructed by Hildebrand (2013, unpublished; reported in [5]), works as a separating example.
The other separations appear to require more complicated constructions. Recently, the authors constructed a two-sided discontinuous piecewise linear minimal valid function, kzh_minimal_has_only_crazy_perturbation_1, which is not extreme, but which is not a convex combination of other piecewise linear minimal valid functions; see [16] for the definition. This function has two special "uncovered" pieces on the intervals (l, u) and (f −u, f −l), where f = ). Below we prove that it furnishes another separation. For the remaining separation, we construct an extreme function π lifted as follows. Define π lifted by perturbing the function π = kzh_minimal_has_only_ crazy_perturbation_1() on infinitely many cosets of the group T on the two uncovered intervals as follows. The function π lifted is extreme; it is a weak facet but is not a facet.
(1) The function ψ = hildebrand_discont_3_slope_1() is extreme (Hildebrand, 2013, unpublished, reported in [5] ). This can be verified using the extremality test implemented in [15] . Consider the minimal valid function π defined by
Observe that E(ψ) is a strict subset of E(π ). See Figure 1 for an illustration. Thus, by Lemma 5.1(3), the function ψ is not a weak facet (nor a facet).
(2) By [16, Theorem 4.1], the function π = kzh_minimal_has_only_crazy_ perturbation_1() is minimal valid, but is not extreme. Let π be a minimal valid function such that E(π) ⊆ E(π ). We want to show that E(π) = E(π ). Considerπ = π − π, which is a bounded Z-periodic function satisfying that E(π) ⊆ E(π). We apply the proof of [16, Theorem 4.1, Part (ii)] to the perturbationπ, and obtain that
(ii)π is constant on each coset in R/T on the pieces (l, u) and (f − u, f − l).
Furthermore, it follows from the additivity relations of π and
We now show thatπ also satisfies the following condition:
Indeed, by (iii) and (iv), it suffices to show that for any x ∈ (l, u), we havē π(x) ≥ −s. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there isx ∈ (l, u) such thatπ(x) < −s. Since the group T is dense in R, we can find x ∈ (l, u) such that x ∈x+T and x is arbitrarily close to (1+l−x 39 ). Let δ = x−(1+l−x 39 ). We may assume that δ ∈ (0, −s−π(x) c2−c3 ), where c 2 and c 3 denote the slope of π on the pieces (l, u) and (0, x 1 ), respectively. See [16, Table 1 ] for the concrete values of the parameters. Let y = 1 + l − x. Then y = x 39 − δ. It follows from (i) thatπ(y) = 0 andπ(x + y) =π(l) = 0. Now consider ∆π (x, y) = π (x) + π (y) − π (x + y), where
Since x −x ∈ T , the condition (ii) implies thatπ(x) =π(x). We have
a contradiction to the subadditivity of π . Therefore,π satisfies condition (v).
Let F be a face of ∆P. Denote by n F ∈ {0, 1, 2} the number of projections p i (rel int(F )) for i = 1, 2, 3 that intersect with (l, u) ∪ (f − u, f − l). See Figure 2 . It follows from the conditions (i) and (v) that |∆π(x, y)| ≤ n F · s for any (x, y) ∈ rel int(F ).
It can be verified computationally that, if F ∈ ∆P has n F = 0, then either
, and the inequality is strict for at least one vertex.
Let (x, y) ∈ [0, 1) 2 such that (x, y) ∈ E(π). Then ∆π(x, y) > 0 since π is subadditive. Consider the (unique) face F ∈ ∆P such that (x, y) ∈ rel int(F ). We will show that ∆π (x, y) > 0. If n F = 0, then ∆π(x, y) = 0, and hence ∆π (x, y) = ∆π(x, y) > 0. Now assume that n F = 0. Since ∆π F is affine linear on F , ∆π(x, y) is a convex combination of {∆π F (u, v) | (u, v) ∈ vert(F )}. We have ∆π(x, y) > 0 by assumption. Thus the above case (b) applies, which implies that ∆π(x, y) > n F · s. Hence ∆π (x, y) = ∆π(x, y) + ∆π(x, y) > 0 holds when n F = 0 as well. Therefore, (x, y) ∈ E(π ). We obtain that E(π ) ⊆ E(π). This, together with the assumption E(π) ⊆ E(π ), implies that E(π) = E(π ).
We conclude, by Lemma 5.1 (3) , that π is a weak facet. Remark: Conversely, if a Z-periodic functionπ satisfies the conditions (i) to (v), then π ± = π ±π are minimal valid functions, and E(π) = E(π
(3) Letπ = π lifted − π. Observe thatπ satisfies the conditions (i) to (v) in (2) . Thus, the function π lifted is minimal valid and E(π lifted ) = E(π). Let π be a minimal valid function such that E(π lifted ) ⊆ E(π ). Then, as shown in (2), we have E(π lifted ) = E(π ). It follows from Lemma 5.1(3) that π lifted is a weak facet. However, the function π lifted is not a facet, since E(π lifted ) = E(π) but π lifted = π. Next, we show that π lifted is an extreme function.
Suppose that π lifted can be written as
. Hence, as shown in (2),π 1 andπ 2 satisfy the conditions (i) to (v). We will show thatπ 1 =π 2 . For x ∈ (l, u) ∪ (f − u, f − l), we haveπ i (x) = 0 (i = 1, 2) by condition (i). It remains to prove thatπ
. By the symmetry condition (iv), it suffices to consider x ∈ (l, u). We distinguish three cases. If x ∈ C, then condition (iii) impliesπ i (x) = 0 (i = 1, 2). If x ∈ C + , then π(x) = s by definition. Notice thatπ 1 +π 2 = π 1 + π 2 − 2π = 2π lifted − 2π = 2π, and thatπ i (x) ≤ s (i = 1, 2) by condition (v). We haveπ i (x) = s (i = 1, 2) in this case. If x ∈ C and x ∈ C + , thenπ(x) = −s, and henceπ i (x) = −s (i = 1, 2). Therefore,π 1 =π 2 and π 1 = π 2 , which proves that the function π lifted is extreme.
A Discontinuous Gomory-Johnson functions in the literature
In our paper we investigate the notions of facets and weak facets in the case of discontinuous functions. This appears to be a first in the published literature. All papers that consider discontinuous functions only used the notion of extreme functions. In particular, Dey-Richard-Li-Miller [11] , who were the first to consider previously known discontinuous functions as first-class members of the Gomory-Johnson hierarchy of valid functions, use extreme functions exclusively; whereas [10] , which was completed by a subset of the authors in the same year, uses (weak) facets exclusively. The same is true in Dey's Ph.D. thesis [9] : The notion of extreme functions is used in chapters regarding discontinuous functions; whereas the notion of facets is used when talking about (2-row) continuous functions. Dey (2016, personal communication) remembers that at that time, he and his coauthors were aware that facets were the strongest notion and they would strive to establish facetness of valid functions whenever possible. However, in the excellent survey [17] , facets are no longer mentioned and the exposition is in terms of extreme functions.
B Omitted lemmas and proofs
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will need the following elementary geometric estimate.
Lemma B.1. Let F ⊂ [0, 1] 2 be a convex polygon with vertex set vert(F ), and let g : F → R be an affine linear function. Suppose that for each v ∈ vert(F ), either g(v) = 0 or g(v) ≥ m for some m > 0. Let S = {x ∈ F | g(x) = 0}, and assume that S is nonempty. Then g(x) ≥ md(x, S)/2 for any x ∈ F , where d(x, S) denotes the Euclidean distance from x to S.
Proof. Let x ∈ F be arbitrary. We may write
For those v ∈ vert(F ) with g(v) = 0, we have v ∈ S by definition and thus d(v, S) = 0. Therefore,
Using the affine linearity of g, it thus follows that
Proof (of Theorem 3.1). Let m := min{ ∆π F (x, y) | (x, y) ∈ vert(∆P), F is a face of ∆P such that (x, y) ∈ F and ∆π F (x, y) = 0 };
Let C be a positive number that is greater than the Lipschitz constant ofπ over the relative interior of each face of the complex P, and let
Note that C and M are well defined sinceπ is piecewise Lipschitz continuous over P and hence bounded. If M = 0, thenπ ≡ 0 andπ ∈Π π (R, Z) holds trivially. In the following, we assume M > 0. Define := min m M , m 8C . We also have m > 0, since π is subadditive and ∆π is non-zero somewhere. Thus, > 0. Let π + = π + π and π − = π − π. We want to show that π ± are minimal valid. We claim that π + and π − are subadditive functions. Let (x, y) ∈ [0, 1) 2 . Let F be a face of ∆P such that (x, y) ∈ F . We will show that ∆π
, which is a closed set since ∆π F is continuous over the face F . If S = ∅, then ∆π F (u, v) ≥ m for any (u, v) ∈ vert(F ). We have ∆π F (x, y) ≥ m by the fact that ∆π F is affine over F . Hence, in this case,
Now consider the case S = ∅. Let d denote the Euclidean distance from (x, y) to S. Since S is a closed set, there exists (x , y ) ∈ S such that (
. Then x, x ∈ I, y, y ∈ J and x + y, x + y ∈ K. It follows from E F (π) ⊆ E F (π) and ∆π F (x , y ) = 0 that ∆π F (x , y ) = 0. Therefore, We showed that π ± are subadditive. Sinceπ ∈Π E (R, Z), we have π ± (0) = π(0) = 0 and π ± (f ) = π(f ) = 1. The last result along with E(π) ⊆ E(π) imply that π + (x) + π + (y) = π − (x) + π − (y) = 1 if x + y ≡ f (mod 1). The functions π ± are non-negative. Indeed, suppose that π + (x) < 0 for some x ∈ R, then it follows from the subadditivity that π + (nx) ≤ nπ + (x) for any n ∈ Z + , which is a contradiction to the boundedness of π + . Thus, π ± are minimal valid functions. We conclude thatπ ∈Π π (R, Z).
C Reformulation of the Facet Theorem using perturbation functions
In [5, page 25, section 3.6], the Facet Theorem is reformulated in terms of perturbation functions as follows:
If π is not a facet, then there exists a non-zeroπ ∈Π E(π) (R, Z) such that π = π +π is a minimal valid function.
It then cautions that this last statement is not an "if and only if" statement. We now prove that the following "if and only if" version holds.
Lemma C.1. A minimal valid function π is a facet if and only if there is no non-zeroπ ∈Π E (R, Z), where E = E(π), such that π +π is minimal valid.
Proof. Let π be a minimal valid function.
Assume that π is a facet. Letπ ∈Π E (R, Z) where E = E(π) such that π = π +π is minimal valid. It is clear that E(π) ⊆ E(π ). By Theorem 4.3, π = π. Thus,π ≡ 0.
Assume there is no non-zeroπ ∈Π E (R, Z), where E = E(π), such that π +π is minimal valid. Let π be a minimal valid function such that E(π) ⊆ E(π ). Considerπ = π − π. We have thatπ ∈Π E (R, Z) and that π +π = π is minimal valid. Thenπ ≡ 0 by the assumption. Hence, π = π. It follows from Theorem 4.3 that π is a facet. 
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